Overcoming number numbness in prenatal risk communication
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INTRODUCTION

When prenatal diagnosis became a routine part of prenatal care, risk communication turned out to be a relevant component of prenatal counselling, affecting important variables like anxiety, distress, and decision making (Austin, 2010). Providing risk information to pregnant women concerning the presence of possible diseases in a developing fetus is a key component of prenatal counselling, influencing women’s risk perception, and possibly leading to better understanding and better decisions (Ahl et al., 1993; Hallowell et al., 1997). While in professional and academic communications the word ‘risk’ is frequently used as synonym of ‘probability,’ risk is a multifaceted concept that includes several factors such as the numeric probability, the nature of the potential negative outcome, and the context (Patt and Schrag, 2003). Most of the existing literature focusses on the numeric probability component, and, as stated by Austin (2010) in an exhaustive literature review on the concept of risk in genetic counselling, what is actually measured and debated in scientific discussions is not the accuracy of patients’ risk perception, but rather the relationship between patients’ subjective perception of numeric probability and the objective numeric probability provided for a given outcome.

As a matter of fact, communicating quantitative information is a requirement for effective decision-making in health communication (Fischhoff, 1999). Different formats are available to communicate clinical risks, varying from verbal labels to graphical representations to raw numbers (see also Smerecnick et al., 2009). However, the limited time devoted to prenatal counselling in daily medical practice, as well as the feeling of precision afforded by raw numbers, make this format particularly appealing for practitioners (Edwards et al., 1999; Schwartz et al., 1999; Lobb et al., 2003; Michie et al., 2005). Accordingly, it is more common to inform pregnant women that ‘there is a 1 in 307 chance that your child will be affected by Down syndrome,’ than to show them a graphical display of the same information.

A critical question, then, is whether pregnant women have an adequate grasp of this kind of numerical information (Hoffrage et al., 2000). To enhance the effectiveness of health care communication, it is necessary to understand how pregnant women form a subjective probability judgement out of raw numbers, and to design interventions to help them do better, if needed. These are the two goals of this article.

More precisely, we focus on the subjective probability that pregnant women derive from statements of the form ‘There is a 1 in X chance that the baby will have condition Y,’ where we orthogonally manipulate the number X and the severity of the condition Y. Ideally, the magnitude of the subjective probability assessment should depend on the number X, but not on the severity of Y. There are reasons to believe, however,
that expecting mothers will do just the opposite, and that the subjective meaning of a numeric probability (as the meaning of risk) depends on the nature of the outcome to which the numeric probability is related (see below, as well as Rothman and Kiviniemi, 1999; Michi et al., 2005; Shiloh, 2006). As for the effect of the raw number X, indeed, it is well known that laypersons (but also practitioners) have serious difficulties in translating probabilities into meaningful concepts (Gigerenzer, 2002; Gigerenzer and Edwards, 2003). Research on numeracy skills (Lipkus et al., 2001; Peters et al., 2006) showed in particular that roughly 20–30% people, even when highly educated, incorrectly understand probabilities presented in a ratio format such as 1 in X. Conversely, previous research would suggest that the severity of the condition Y might affect the subjective magnitude of a given probability to develop Y. Research conducted on the subjective interpretation of probability phrases like ‘it is possible that you will be affected by Y’ showed that the subjective probability increased with the severity of Y (Bonnefon and Villejoubert, 2006; Weber and Hilton, 1990). Although not in the medical domain, these results were extended to raw numbers by Patt and Schrag (2003) who investigated individuals’ subjective probability assessments in the climate change field, showing that individuals are more likely to use greater likelihood qualifiers to describe a severe meteorological event (such as a hurricane) than to describe a mild meteorological event (such as a snow flurry), and to unambiguous, objective graphical representation of probability by Harris et al. (2009).

The first purpose of the present research is to investigate whether the subjective probability assessment that pregnant women derive from a statement such as ‘There is a 1 in X chance that your child will be affected by condition Y’ is appropriately influenced by the raw number X; and whether it is inappropriately influenced by the severity of the condition Y. Study 1 will provide baseline results on these two counts. The second purpose of the present research is, although, to develop and to test an appropriate intervention to attenuate possible biases related to the subjective numeric probability assessment.

METHODS

Study 1

Study 1 involved pregnant women, users of a website dedicated to pregnancy and babies. An e-mail notification advertising the opportunity to take part in a research on risk communication in the prenatal medical domain was sent to 50,000 registered users of the Italian web site www.gravidanzaonline.it. Participants volunteered to take part in the research and filled in a questionnaire on the Web for free.

The study employed a 2 (risk level: 1 in 28, 1 in 307) × 2 (severity of the condition: Down syndrome vs insomnia) between-subjects design. Participants were randomly assigned to one of four experimental conditions. Data were entered in an analysis of variance.

A between-subject design is ecologically appropriate here, because pregnant women are not commonly communicated different risk levels for the same condition. Participants were asked to read the following scenario:

Elisa is a 30 year old pregnant woman. While talking with her gynaecologist during a visit, the gynaecologist says: ‘There is a risk of [1 in 28; 1 in 307] that your child will be affected by [Down syndrome; insomnia].’

Participants were asked to provide their subjective probability assessment (‘In your opinion, the probability of [1 in 28; 1 in 307] that Elisa’s child is affected by [Down syndrome, insomnia] is:’). They responded using a 7-point scale anchored at extremely low and extremely high. Participants also provided their subjective probability assessment from the point of view of the gynaecologist (In your opinion, the gynaecologist thinks, but does not say, that the probability of [1 in 28, 1 in 307] that Elisa’s child is affected by [Down syndrome, insomnia] is:’), using a similar response scale. At the end of the task, and as a manipulation check, participants were asked to rank Down syndrome and child insomnia in order of severity.

Study 2

Study 2 was conducted in order to test the effectiveness of a simple communicative intervention that might eliminate participants’ numbness to numbers. The same recruitment method was employed. Participants’ IP addresses were recorded and compared with that of participants to Study 1, in order to avoid repeat participants. The experiment used the same design and scenarios as in Study 1, to one modification: While half of participants were randomly assigned to the replication group (straightforward replication of Study 1), the other half was randomly assigned to the intervention group, in which the gynaecologist final remark was ‘This risk value is above average.’ This means that the experiment used a 2 (risk level: 1 in 28, 1 in 307) × 2 (severity of the condition: Down syndrome vs insomnia) × 2 (intervention: absent vs present) between subjects design, and participants were randomly assigned to one of eight experimental conditions. Data were entered in an analysis of variance.

Just as in Study 1, participants rated their own subjective probability assessment, as well as their assessment of how large the probability was for the gynaecologist.

Finally, participants rated on a 5-point scale (anchored at extremely improbable and extremely probable) whether the triviality of the risk could be a reason why the gynaecologist might decide not to provide a descriptive comment to it. In the replication group (i.e. when the communicative intervention was absent), the question read as follows:

1 Both risk values (i.e. 1 in 28 and 1 in 307) are indeed ‘above average’ and relevant to the chance of having a child affected by Down syndrome for a 30 years old woman, and to the chance of having a child affected by insomnia.
The gynaecologist communicated to Elisa some information concerning her risk of having a child affected by [Down syndrome, insomnia]. He provided her with a numerical value, i.e. [1 in 28, 1 in 307]. He did not comment on this value. Could this be because he thought that any comment would be trivial?

In the intervention group (i.e. when the communicative intervention was present), the phrasing of the question had to be modified to accommodate the fact that the gynaecologist did provide a descriptive comment:

The gynaecologist communicated to Elisa some information concerning her risk of having a child affected by [Down syndrome, insomnia]. He provided her with a numerical value, i.e. [1 in 28, 1 in 307], and with a comment on this value. If he had not provided this comment, could this be because he would have thought that any comment would be trivial?

RESULTS

Study 1

Participants were 342 pregnant women (mean age = 33, SD = 4.77). The manipulation check confirmed that Down syndrome was accurately identified as the most severe of the two conditions (99.4% of responses). Because the responses to the two subjective probability questions were highly correlated, an index of subjective probability was computed by averaging these two responses.

Figure 1 displays the mean values of the subjective probability index as a function of the raw numerical risk level, and of the severity of the condition. The visual inspection of Figure 1 suggests two phenomena. First, judgments clearly appear to be sensitive to the irrelevant factor, that is, the severity of the condition. Second, judgments appear to be partially numb to the relevant factor, that is, the raw numerical risk level. Participants appear to have been sensitive to this factor for Down syndrome, but not for child insomnia.

This visual analysis was confirmed by the results of a 2 × 2 analysis of variance. First, the analysis detected a main effect of the severity of the condition, \( F(1,332) = 68, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.12 \). Overall, participants judged that the probability of Down syndrome (\( M = 5.0, SD = 1.3 \)) was larger than the probability of insomnia (\( M = 3.9, SD = 1.1 \)). Second, the analysis detected a main effect of the numerical risk level (\( F(1,332) = 19, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.05 \)), but this main effect was qualified by a significant interaction between the two factors, \( F(1,332) = 6, p = 0.015, \eta^2_p = 0.02 \). Indeed, the difference between the two risk levels was only significant for Down syndrome (\( p < 0.001 \)), but not for insomnia (\( p = 0.16 \)).

Study 2

Study 2 involved 461 pregnant women (mean age 33, SD = 4.5). As in Study 1, an index of subjective probability was computed by averaging the two dependent measures.

Figure 2 displays the mean values of the subjective probability index as a function of the raw numerical risk level, and of the severity of the condition, in the replication and in the intervention group. The visual inspection of Figure 2 suggests that results in the replication group were the same as in Study 1, whereas our intervention had the expected effect in the intervention group. That is, participants who were told that a risk of 1 in X of condition Y was ‘above average’ became sensitive to the value of the number X when forming a subjective probability assessment, even when the severity of Y was mild.
This interpretation of Figure 2 is confirmed by statistical analysis. Results in the replication group perfectly replicated the pattern of results obtained in the baseline study. The analysis of variance first detected a main effect of the severity of the disease, $F(1,227) = 39$, $p < 0.001$, $\eta^2_p = 0.15$. Overall, participants rated the subjective probability of Down syndrome ($M = 4.7, SD = 1.7$) as larger than that of insomnia ($M = 3.5, SD = 1.3$). A main effect of risk level was detected, $F(1,227) = 9$, $p = 0.003$, $\eta^2_p = 0.04$, but it was again qualified by a significant interaction effect, $F(1,227) = 7$, $p = 0.009$, $\eta^2_p = 0.03$. Indeed, the difference between the two risk levels was only significant for Down syndrome ($p < 0.001$), but not for insomnia ($p = 0.74$).

In the intervention group, although, the analysis no longer detected an interaction effect ($F < 1, p = 0.47, \eta^2_p < 0.001$), but only a main effect of severity ($F(1,226) = 31, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.12$), and a main effect of risk level ($F(1,226) = 17, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.07$). Critically, risk level had a significant effect both for Down syndrome ($p < 0.001$), and for insomnia ($p = 0.02$).

Finally, recall that participants rated how probable it was that the decision not to comment on the risk value might be due to the triviality of doing so. In the replication group, participants thought that this was likely the case for insomnia (average standardized score of $+0.4$), but this assumption disappeared in the intervention group (average standardized score of $+0.1$), a significant difference ($F = 4, p = 0.04$) which suggests that the absence of a minimally descriptive comment did suggest, in the specific case of insomnia, that the risk was not worth thinking about.

**DISCUSSION**

Given that pregnant women tend to remain registered to the website after their child is born, and that the proportion of the 50,000 registered users that were pregnant at the moment of the study is therefore unknown, it is not possible to calculate an exact response rate in this online research. This unfortunately represents a limitation for the present research, entailing the possibility that a selection bias occurred. Nevertheless, our two studies clearly showed that when forming a subjective probability assessment from a statement such as ‘There is a $1$ in $X$ chance that the child will be affected by condition Y,’ pregnant women were inappropriately sensitive to the severity of Y, and inappropriately numb to the number X.

This last result, though, was restricted to a condition of mild severity (insomnia), and did not appear for a severe condition (Down syndrome). We hypothesized that this selective numbness to numbers derived from the lack of a minimally descriptive comment about the number. That is, we hypothesized that when the condition was mild, not commenting on the number X sent a signal to pregnant women that this risk was not worth thinking about. This interpretation, however, cannot apply when the condition is severe (Down syndrome), as it is hard to imagine that the risk of Down syndrome is not worth thinking about. Consequently, participants were oblivious to the number X when the condition was mild (insomnia), but not when the condition was severe (Down syndrome). From this hypothesis, we designed a simple intervention with the goal of neutralizing the signal, and engaging the participants attention so that they would appropriately process the number X. Our intervention simply consisted on commenting that the $1$ in $X$ risk was ‘above average,’ which is likely true of any risk that a practitioner would care mentioning to a pregnant woman. Results showed that our intervention was successful. When the $1$ in $X$ risk was commented as being above average, participants appropriately factored the number X in their subjective probability assessments, ensuring that patients give their full cognitive consideration to the numbers they are communicated, even when these numbers relate to conditions they might perceive as mild.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In prenatal counselling, practitioners are frequently required to communicate statistical information to pregnant women. Whereas the communication of statistical information is only one of the components of counselling, it is clear that effectively patients’ participation in health decision-making is possible only through complete and correct interpretation of such information (Edwards et al., 2008). Thirty years of research on clinical risk communication issued the warning that different ways of presenting the same statistical information might influence subjective assessments and later decisions (Bryant and Norman, 1980; Cranney and Walley, 1996; Hux and Naylor, 1995; Kalet et al., 1994). To minimize these presentation biases, it is tempting to stick to the most objective rigorous format for communicating statistics, that is, the numerical format. There is no guarantee, although, that presenting information in numerical format will attenuate biases in the interpretation of statistical risk, as demonstrated by our two studies. Even when risk information is conveyed by raw numbers, pregnant women’s probability assessments resulted to be mainly influenced by the severity of the outcome they were asked to evaluate, rather than the statistical information provided. This result is coherent with Patt and Schrag’s (2003) finding that people are more likely to choose more certain sounding probability descriptors (e.g. very likely) to discuss a $10\%$ probable severe meteorological event, than to discuss a $10\%$ probable mild meteorological event.

As preliminary studies suggested, providing qualitative labels alongside numeric values can affect health decisions (Peters et al., 2004), and should be preferred to providing raw numbers only (Weinstein, 1999). As shown in our second study, practitioners may use a minimally descriptive comment in order to overcome pregnant women’s selective number numbness: they just need to comment that ‘this risk value is above average.’ This intervention ensures that patients give their full
cognitive consideration to the numbers they are communicated, even when these numbers relate to conditions they might perceive as mild. When receiving a great deal of information, inattention to conditions that are not life-threatening or life-impairing may be a way for patients to focus their attention on outcomes that are likely to change the course of pregnancy. However, patients may be mistaken about the severity of some outcomes. These conditions that patients might consider as mild can have substantial impact on the well-being of children and parents alike, which makes it important that pregnant women do not manifest an inappropriate numbness to numbers when they are at stake. This is what our intervention can achieve. Most importantly, this substantial improvement can be achieved for free, and without any need for preparation.

Ideally, a clear instruction about when to use the communicative intervention proposed should be provided. Nevertheless, following the libertarian paternalism perspective suggested by Sunstein and Thaler (2003), when contextual influences render patients’ preferences unclear, health professionals should be free to self-consciously employ communicative strategies that are likely to steer patients’ preferences in the direction of their well-being. Following such approach, health professionals should use or not the communicative intervention proposed here, accordingly to their self-conscious evaluation of the communicative situation. In particular, when pregnant women might underestimate the relevance of a risk and thus neglect the possibility to avoid consequences for the fetus (e.g. through dietary changes, medical treatments, therapies), the use of a minimally descriptive comment to the raw numbers is seems warranted.

Note also that the communicative intervention we advocate did not disrupt the subjective probability assessment of a severe outcome, allaying the concern that it should only be used for mild outcomes, and the practical problem of defining a threshold between mild and severe.

The current findings only hold for a specific comment (i.e. ‘This risk value is above average’). As a consequence, further research will have to explore the effects of different linguistic formulations of the same comment (‘This risk value is higher than expected’), as well as the effect of other comments such as ‘This risk value is below average,’ or ‘This risk value is lower than expected,’ which may serve other purposes such as neutralizing an inappropriate sensitivity to severity. Finally, our finding that a simple comment improves the interpretation of medical probabilities, raises the question of whether another simple comment may inadvertently decrease the accuracy of this interpretation.
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